Checkin
ng your ch
hakras with
w a pen
ndulum aand this cchart
A chakrra is a spinning porrtal into the body’ss complex energy system. There are seven
s
major chakraas and each one accts as a focal point for reception and ttransmission of
life forcce energies. The word, “Chakra” (pronounced “CHAWK‐‐raw”) is an ancien
nt Sanskrit word thaat means “wheel”. Each chakra has itts own set of speciffic attributes and
functions. As a group, chaakras work togethe
er to vitalize the ph
hysical body and facilitate developmeent of all aspects off the self: physical, mental, emotionaal, and spiritual.
r
to ever‐cha nging energy flowss. Removing and/or preventing
Our chaakras are constantly adjusting as theyy move through naatural cycles, opening and closing to realign
energy blockages will allo
ow the chakra syste
em to self‐regulate and rebalance natturally as it responds to your individuual needs.

How tto Use this Charrt
To begiin, specify that the
e source for your pe
endulum’s informaation is your higherr self (also known as
a the soul self, tottal soul consciousness, among other tterms). To do
this, yo
ou can say (either out
o loud or silently)), “I call upon the higher
h
self to answe
er these questions. I seek only truthfuul answers, which are aligned with th
he highest and
greatesst good for all conccerned.” Then put yourself,
y
the chart,, and your pendulu
um into position as follows: Ideally, yoou want to sit up straight and if possiible, put both feet
flat on the floor. Lay the chart
c
(located on th
he flip side of this page)
p
flat on a table and with the arro
ow on the chart poointing away from your body. Steady your elbow ‐ but
ur hand ‐ on the table and let the pen
ndulum dangle dire
ectly above the chaart’s “hinge point” (the spot with the arrow) about one half inch above thee chart’s surface.
not you
biased mind, ask yo
our pendulum to show you which of your chakras are in
n balance. Give youur pendulum an op
pportunity to swingg about freely as
With a quiet, unb
it lookss into the matter. When
W
it’s ready to reply
r
to your questtion, the pendulum
m’s motion will straaighten into a steaddy swing that goes out and back, out and back,
swingin
ng between the hin
nge point and the chart’s
c
outer edge. When this occurs, your pendulum is indicating the cha kra shown on the w
wedge just undern
neath this swing.
If there’s more than one chakra to report,
r
the pendulu
um will change thee angle of its swing and move through
h additional wedgees, taking a
moment to readju
ust in between each. If, instead of a straight
s
line swing, your pendulum m
moves in a circular cclock‐wise motion, it’s saying “all”
chakras. If it move
es in a circular counter‐clockwise motion, it’s saying “no
one”. Some exampples of other questiions you might askk with this chart
are: "Show me wh
hich chakra has low
w energy today." Or,
O "Show me which
h chakra will face cchallenges today." You can also ask q
questions
designed to help narrow
n
down issue
es that you may alrready be aware of. For instance, if youu are feeling anxio
ous, you could ask, "Which chakra
is contributing to my anxiety?" Once
e identified, you caan study the list of attributes for that chakra (as shown on the chart) to heelp you get close
t problem.
in on the root of the
Additionally, you can use th
his chart to help yo
ou make color choicces, perhaps for cloothing or artistic design. There are lo
ots of ways to
oday?” Or, “What ccolor will best feed my creativity todaay?”, and so on.
phrase it, but you could say, “What color will best enhance my energy to

Alternate Meth
hod – Using the
e Chart’s Chakra
a Symbols as Prroxies
An alternate meth
hod to the one described above uses the chart’s printed
d chakra symbols aas “proxies” or stan
nd‐ins for your body’s chakras. Using
this method allow
ws you to get speciffic information abo
out the energy state of each individuaal chakra. Begin thee same way as described above;
however in this method,
m
ignore the hinge point shown
n on the chart. Insteead, hold your penndulum directly oveer one of the chakrra symbols and
as you do, visualizze the specific area on your own bodyy that corresponds to that chakra. Yoou can use the figurre shown here to h
help you visualize
the position of the
e selected chakra. Then
T
ask your pendulum to show you
u the energy of thi s chakra. Write do
own the direction and size of the
pendulum’s swingg. To ascertain the state of all seven chakras,
c
repeat thiss process ‐ one sym
mbol at a time ‐ notting the details of p
pendulum’s
movement for eacch. Use the table below to interpret your
y
results. Note: In addition to the direction of the sw
wing, noting the sizze or force of
the swing will give
e you information about
a
the intensityy of the chakra’s en
nergy signal. A largee swing typically in
ndicates that a stro
onger signal or
energy level is pro
opelling the pendullum, whereas a sm
mall or tentative swing can mean that a weaker signal orr lower energy leveel is present.
Direction of Pen
ndulum Movementt
Clockwise
Counterclockwisse
Straight line (either direction)
Elliptical
No movement

Chakra Statee
Open
Closed
Partially ope
en/closed
Right/Left sid
de imbalance
Blocked

Meaning
Energy is in bbalance and flowin
ng freely
Energy is resstricted, out of balaance, or blocked
Energy imbaalance and/or partial blockage
Energy is flow
wing, though out o
of balance on one o
or both sides
No energy iss moving through, ffull blockage
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